
 
 

 

A. Aboriginal Perspectives   1

a. Video material featuring Aboriginal people and cultural activities as a base for constructing 

teaching resources and we invite teachers to use these resources. We also encourage 

teachers to use this video material to construct their own lessons. 

b. The University of Regina has conducted workshops with teachers from grades 3 to 6 to help 

them include an Aboriginal perspective in their mathematics lessons (see example at: 

http://www.aboriginalperspectives.uregina.ca/workshop2010/) . On this web site are the 

lessons, background material on the Aboriginal themes for the lessons, and a description of 

the material in the kits that the teachers received at the workshops. 

c. Included is a collection of Aboriginal games which provide a rich source of material for the 

construction of lessons.  

B.  Empowering the Spirit Pedagogy   2

 PEDAGOGY that embraces Indigenous ways of knowing are fostered by approaches to teaching 

and learning that include purposeful thinking about people, places and processes. 

 The word Etuaptmumk, or Two-Eyed Seeing, communicates the belief that the most beneficial 

outcome occurs when we consider multiple perspectives in understanding and exploring ideas. 

Two-Eyed Seeing helps us to acknowledge the idea of wholeness, a part of many Indigenous 

knowledge systems: seeing things through Indigenous perspectives (represented as one whole 

eye), while also seeing western ways of knowing (also represented as a whole eye), inviting 

these two eyes to work together as they do in binocular vision. 

1 http://aboriginalperspectives.uregina.ca/introduction.shtml 

 
2 Pedagogy - Empowering the Spirit. (2020). Retrieved 4 July 2020, from http://empoweringthespirit.ca/pedagogy/ 
 

 

 

 
Recommended Websites 
 
➔ It is imperative that teachers understand Indigenous lesson plans must be considered 

holistically. That means that the Indigenous teachings and intentions that are part of the 
language and culture must be considered. Non-Indigenous teachers should consider consulting 
Indigenous advisors to ensure that the integrity of the content is not unintentionally lost or 
compromised. 
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 A weaving back and forth between knowledge systems that embrace a flow between the 

strengths of the two ways, to best suit the circumstances, strengthens the approach further. 

 C.  Infusing Indigenous Perspectives in K-12 Teaching ,  3

1. Math that Matters  - Math lesson plans with a focus on Social Justice Education 4

2. Four Directions Teachings  - Blackfoot, Cree, Ojibwe, Mohawk, and Mi’kmaw lessons for 5

K-12. 

3. Aboriginal Education - Elementary Math - Lesson plans and resources focused on Math 

instruction through Indigenous cultural concepts 

4. Games from the Aboriginal People of North America - Groups of games from Indigenous 

nations, grouped by themes such as probability, data management and geometry 

5. Aboriginal Perspectives on Math Workshops (Grade 4), (Grade 6) - Examples of culturally 

specific instruction on Math from the University of Regina and its partnered institutions 

6. Teaching Mathematics in a First Peoples Context (Grade 8&9)  - The Math First Peoples 6

Resource Guide is designed to support teachers of Mathematics 8 and 9 extend their 

existing practice to incorporate new approaches more reflective of the realities of First 

Peoples 

7. FNMIAEO Indigenous Knowledge & Mathematics Community of Practice playlist – A focused 

set of best practices on exploring mathematical concepts through Indigenous cultural 

materials. 

G.  Videos 

1. McDowell Foundation project “Culture-Based School Mathematics for Reconciliation and 

Professional Development”  Appendix F (pp. 112-115) provides a description of each video, 7

plus the following links: 

a. Birch Bark Biting lesson : Analogue to symmetry and angles 8

b. Dream Catcher lesson : Analogue to polygons. Two-eyed seeing made explicit for 9

learners. 

3 University of Toronto. Research guides: Infusing Indigenous Perspectives in K-12 Teaching: Lesson Plans. Retrieved 5 July 
2020, from https://guides.library.utoronto.ca/indigenouseducation/lessonplans 
 
4 Stocker, D., & CCPA Education Project. (2006). Maththatmatters: A teacher resource linking math and social justice. Ottawa, Ont.: CCPA 
Education Project. 
 
5 http://www.fourdirectionsteachings.com/resources.html 

 
6 http://www.fnesc.ca/math-first-peoples/ 

 
7 http://mcdowellfoundation.ca/research/culture-based-school-mathematics-for-reconciliation-and-professional-development/ 
 
8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUGEdUWs1cU&feature=youtu.be  
9 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28MGizBhEBc&feature=youtu.be 
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http://mathcentral.uregina.ca/RR/database/RR.09.00/treptau1/mathcontent.html
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c. Culture Based School Mathematics : An 18-minute conversation between consultant 10

Sharon Meyer and teacher Serena Palmer about her developing and teaching math 

lessons that incorporate Indigenous mathematizing.  

2.  Animation Dream Catcher  You Tube – Aboriginal Art: Symbols and Stories (Dot art based 11

on Australian Aboriginal art but can extend itself to various beadwork looking techniques 

such as moccasin vamp art or Métis flower designs).   

3. Empowering the Spirit Pedagogy  Short video clips about math also involves traditional 12

games. 

4. Birch Bark Biting with Rosella Carney   Video features a birch bark artist and the site also 13

offers other subject inclusion for birch bark teachings such as math, science, and health. 

5. Bob Boyer Beadwork  A great video in regard to artist Bob Boyer using beadwork, also 14

offers some background information about beadwork. 

6. FNMIAEO Indigenous Knowledge & Mathematics Community of Practice playlist  - A 15

focused set of best practices on exploring mathematical concepts through Indigenous 
cultural materials. 

H.  Patterns 

1. NMAI:Identity by Design-tradition, change, and celebration in native women's dresses  16

Images of early First Nation clothing designs – simple patterns for math concept in 

measurement. 

2. Zentangles  - using patterns 17

I.  Targeted Grade Level 

1. L is for lines  Pre-school themes – good line activity that could be referenced to how FN 18

used lines in their pre-contact items such as parfleche 

2. https://educ.queensu.ca/atep-garden  ATEP Medicine Garden. 19

10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p1rlphwI6RM&feature=youtu.be. 
11 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsHrMHYbpPQ&feature=related 
 
12 
http://empoweringthespirit.ca/numeracy/?utm_source=PPW+Newsletter&utm_campaign=d583ffbc14-PPW_February_02_2016&utm_medium
=email&utm_term=0_99e6a8710d-d583ffbc14-120558909 
 
13 http://www.isuma.tv/lo/en/birch-bark-biting-with-rosella-carney 
 
14 http://www.museevirtuel-virtualmuseum.ca/sgc-cms/expositions-exhibitions/bob_boyer/en/classroom-demos2.html#p 
 
15 https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLC-h5KFwALU2nI4lL7gu4xRjSPfDBiX8W 
 
16 http://nmai.si.edu/exhibitions/identity_by_design/IdentityByDesign.html 
 
17 
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/14988611233503165/?e_t_s=pins&e_t=229a218436814d099eeb063d0479e435&utm_source=sendgrid.com&
utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=weekly_recs_131111_recs_131111_421_recs_131111_21_subj_fresh_pins 
 
18 http://www.teachpreschool.org/2013/02/l-is-for-lines/ 
 
19 https://educ.queensu.ca/atep-garden 
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3. Indigenizing Math Through Culturally Based Story Telling  Gr. 4-5 A teacher, Alana 20

Underwood, published an article in the BC Association of Mathematics Teachers’ journal 

Vector, 60(2), 2019. It is about how to use Small Number videos and stories for math and 

language arts. 

4. Life in Beads  Gr. 4-6 Beads on dresses. 21

5. http://aboriginalperspectives.uregina.ca/workshops/workshop2011/percentages1.shtml  

Gr. 6 Percentage and Beads – great math lesson. 

6. http://www.aboriginalperspectives.uregina.ca/workshops/workshop2011/ Gr. 6 – More 

First Nation themes to involve Grade 6 math. 

7. http://cus.oise.utoronto.ca/First_Nations_and_Stereotypes_in_Math.html 

J.  Centre for Urban Schooling. Subject integrated math lessons. Lesson plans for Gr. 6 math 

https://cus.oise.utoronto.ca/ 

1. Stealing the Sun: Surface Area and Rectangular Prisms. Students will make the props in math 

class. Students must create sketches of their rectangle, and figure out how big the surface 

area of the rectangle needs to be. While each student will create their own rectangle, 

students will work in groups and record their findings on chart paper. 

2. Stereotypes by Numbers:  Investigating and Graphing the Representations of First Nation, 

Inuit and Métis peoples in School Library Materials. 

3. Introduction to various types of graphs. 

K.  Quilts 

1. Quilts   Quilts have patterns. 22

2. The Mathematics of Seminole Patchwork   23

L.  Beads 

1. Information Technology and Indigenous People  Reference to virtual bead loom pg. 24

213-216. 

 
20 
https://www.sfu.ca/content/dam/sfu/mathcatcher/Workshops/Alana/Underwood%20-%20Math%20Catcher-%20Exploring%20Mathematics%
20through%20culturally%20based%20storytelling.pdf 
 
21 http://nmai.si.edu/sites/1/files/pdf/education/NMAI_lifeinbeads.pdf 
 
22 http://nmai.si.edu/sites/1/files/pdf/education/quilts.pdf 
 
23 http://www.austincc.edu/hannigan/Presentations/NSFMar1398/MathofSP.html 
24 
http://books.google.ca/books?id=7jFK60pZ7C4C&pg=PA214&lpg=PA214&dq=math+and+indigenous+people&source=bl&ots=NCAEbpjmfJ&sig=
Eh9aFt7-moOYSwVhsUXY-mWMRX8&hl=en&sa=X&ei=agB0UsibDsOdyQGMv4HwAw&ved=0CDoQ6AEwAzg8#v=onepage&q=math%20and%20i
ndigenous%20people&f=false 
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2. Plains Indian Classes  Site offers stories, legends, beading, plants, medicinal connections 25

and many more.   

3. Bob Boyer Artist Beadwork  A great video in regard to artist Bob Boyer using beadwork, 26

also offers some background information about beadwork. 

M. General 

1. 12w5076: First Nations Math Education  Provides some ideas toward FN math perspectives. 27

2. Kate Nonesuch Family Math Has good activities to offer for home teaching or simple math 28

in the classroom also has some great folding box patterns. 

3. Inuktitut computer games  Inuit online activities. 29

4. Native American Lesson Plans  GR.2 – 10. More lessons offered by an American site, 30

HOWEVER, many great ideas to be used in the area of math and science. 

5. Overview of the Lesson Plans: The Meaning of Culture-Based Arts Curriculum  Connect to a 31

grade and topic (can focus on math) USA content but much culture is shared with our First 

Nations culture. 

6. Lone Dog's Winter Count  American site but good story of traditional robe paintings and 32

connection to math. 

N.  The Adventures of Small Number :  Dr. Veselin Jungic, Simon Fraser University (Math Catcher) 33

“Small Number” is the name of a fictitious young Indigenous boy who is adventurous in his First 

Nations land. He gets into a lot of mischief. All the stories involve Western mathematics 

embedded in authentic Indigenous contexts, for example, Alberta’s Siksika First Nation, and 

coastal First Nations. 

The following animated stories/videos may easily be transferred to Saskatchewan, or inspire a 

mathematics teacher to develop a parallel authentic Saskatchewan Indigenous math story. 

 

25 http://www.webpanda.com/There/uot_plains_indian_classes.htm 

 
26 http://www.museevirtuel-virtualmuseum.ca/sgc-cms/expositions-exhibitions/bob_boyer/en/classroom-demos2.html#p 
 
27 http://www.birs.ca/events/2012/5-day-workshops/12w5076 
 
28 http://en.copian.ca/library/learning/familymath/familymath.pdf 
 
29 http://www.kativik.qc.ca/en/inuktitut-computer-games 
 
30 https://www.nps.gov/search/?affiliate=nps&query=native+american+lesson+plans 

 
31 http://intersectingart.umn.edu/?lessons 
 
32 http://nmai.si.edu/sites/1/files/pdf/education/poster_lone_dog_final.pdf 
 
33 Jungic, V., & Maclean, M. (2020). Math Catcher - Simon Fraser University. Retrieved 28 July 2020, from 
http://www.sfu.ca/mathcatcher.html 
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Indigenous stories and videos: (The Stories/Movies - Math Catcher ). 34

 

1. Small Number Counts to 100: This story is situated in the Siksika First Nation of the Blackfoot 

Confederation in southern Alberta. The story can be shown to elementary school students 

as a counting practice/puzzle or as a pattern recognition problem. For high school students 

it can be a way to introduce arithmetic progressions, modular addition, or an idea of 

number systems with a base different than 10. 

 

2. Small Number and the Basketball Tournament: Small Number demonstrates how a basic 

understanding of combinatorics can help in all aspects of life, even basketball! The context is 

the Blackfoot Confederation.  

 

3. Small Number and the Skateboard Park: When Small Number has trouble with math, he 

usually asks his sister for help.  But this Sunday he has a geometry problem that looks very 

difficult, and he decides to ask his cousin, Full Angle, who studies mathematics at the 

university. 

 

4. Small Number and the Kit Foxes: On Blackfoot Confederation land, “moonlight streamed in 

through the front window and lit up the room where Small Number, his sister Perfect 

Number, and their cousins were sitting around the fireplace talking about the new pair of kit 

foxes that had been settled that day near the rocks beside the creek way out by the furthest 

edge of their grandparents' ranch.” 

 

5. Small Number and the Old Arrowhead: On an ocean beach under the tent, Small Number’s 

older sister, Perfect Number, pointed to something on the table that looked like a polished 

stone. “This is a ground slate point. It was probably used as the head of an arrow.” She took 

the stone and very gently started rotating it in her hand. “Very few people can say that they 

have held an object that was used by our ancestors thousands of years ago.” QUESTION: 

How can an artifact reveal its age? {For high school, this could lead to a connection with 

Wanuskewin Heritage Park in Saskatoon} 

34 http://www.sfu.ca/mathcatcher/StoriesMovies.html 
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